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Comprehension
Strategy:  Make, Confirm, Revise 

Predictions
Skill: Character, Setting, Plot

High-Frequency Words
good, who

Phonics
long u

Word count: 29
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Animal Band 



Art U010_W001_002A_119424.tif:  A male raccoon, 
dressed in a suit and carrying a flute, walks on to 
the stage where chairs are set up for the band. He is 
the first to arrive.

 The flute is good.
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Art U010_W001_003A_119424.tif: A female rabbit, 
in a dress, arrives carrying a trombone. The raccoon 
from previous illo is seated in the background.

The horn is good.
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Art U010_W001_004A_119424.tif: A female fox in 
a dress arrives carrying a big bell. The rabbit and 
raccoon are seated and waiting.

The bell is good .
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Art U010_W001_005A_119424.tif: A female goat 
arrives with a harp. Raccoon, rabbit, and fox are 
seated and waiting.

The harp is good .  
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Art U010_W001_006A_119424.tif: A male 
hedgehog arrives and takes his place behind a set 
of drums.

The drum is good.
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Art U010_W001_007A_119424.tif:  A male bear 
takes a seat at the piano. Perhaps he is flinging 
back his coattails as he sits down. The other 
animals are ready with their instruments.

The piano is good.
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Art U010_W001_008A_119424.tif:  Looking 
straight on at the animals, we see them all begin to 
play. The conductor (a male moose) is dressed in a 
cool suit and has his back to us. He has his baton in 
the air and is directing the band.

Who plays a good tune?
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Literacy Activities

Draw a picture of an instrument you 
like. Write about it. 
The  sounds 
nice. 

Nice Sounds!

Tell your partner how the animals in 
the story worked together. 

Working Together


